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Whereas most countries in Southern Africa have experienced globalisation as externally imposed, in South Africa it has been largely internally generated by the state and the major business groups that dominate the economy. This paper examines the political economy of restructuring in South Africa, focusing particularly on the statist and capitalist logics of globalisation, and how they intersect. It explains how the South African state is trying to negotiate globalisation, and why major South African conglomerates have moved their headquarters to Britain. The impacts on employment and economic diversification of increasing globalisation from the ‘outside in’ are explored. As a result of the restructuring of globalisation, the South African state is increasingly characterised by ‘negative autonomy’ from domestic social forces and embeddedness with transnational capital, which undermine the potential for a national developmental project. South Africa’s experience has important implications for globalisation theory, which can inform praxis. The article concludes by suggesting ways the political economy might be progressively restructured.

Introduction

When South Africa achieved its transition to non-racial government in 1994, a debate took place about the future direction of economic restructuring.¹ Two years later the Government of South Africa changed its development strategy by adopting an orthodox economic reform programme.² The South African economy is now rapidly globalising, but the nature of that
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globalisation differs significantly from that experienced by the rest of the region. While most of Southern Africa has experienced globalisation as something externally imposed and mediated through World Bank/International Monetary Fund (IMF) structural adjustment programmes (SAPs), in South Africa globalisation has been largely internally generated. The two sets of actors that have most promoted globalisation from within are the state and the country’s major conglomerates. How this politico-economic project evolves has important implications for globalisation theory, the popular classes of South and Southern Africa, and their resistance to it.

The Globalisation Context in Southern Africa

The Southern African region accounts for only 0.5 per cent of global economic output. However, elements of the South African economy are highly developed – it contains the highest number of internet servers of any non-Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) country for example – and its economy dominates the region. As such, with the end of apartheid, it was meant to be well placed to act as an ‘engine of growth’ for surrounding countries. However, despite the elimination of international sanctions, since 1996 when neo-liberal economic reforms were introduced more than a half a million jobs have been lost, in contrast to the 600,000 that were meant to be created. Total private non-agricultural employment fell almost 6 per cent from 1997–1998 alone, and employment declines have continued unabated since then. In the first nine months of 2000, as the gold price declined, over 9 per cent of goldminers lost their jobs, with each worker supporting approximately ten people financially.

This deepening jobs crisis could be read as a working through of the previous economic crisis, and an adjustment to globalisation, which will bring renewed growth and job creation in its wake: the position espoused by ministers in the South African government. Alternatively, the interaction between internal economic conditions, external competition and capital flows may presage deepening economic dualism and marginalisation. Which of these outcomes results depends importantly on the actions and strategies of the major companies that dominate the South African economy, and on state policies that frame the context in which these strategies are adopted.

The South African economy is dominated by a group of conglomerates, the four largest of which controlled 83 per cent of the companies listed on the Johannesburg Stock
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3 These have now been renamed Poverty Reduction Strategies.
Exchange (JSE) prior to the end of apartheid. The investment strategies of these conglomerates are important not only in their own right, but also because the success of small businesses, and hence the potential for substantial job creation, is intimately bound up with them through their control of financing, linkage and demand effects, and technological spillovers. The context for conglomerate strategies is framed largely by state policies, and the context in which they, in turn, are embedded. Whilst much of the recent literature has focused on the role of the country’s major conglomerates in promoting globalisation from within, in South Africa the state has also been a critically important promoter of globalisation.

The State and Globalisation in South Africa

Under globalisation, capital is deregulated through the international regulation of states. While the policy formulation of most developing countries is highly circumscribed, the new post-apartheid South African state seemed to have more freedom to pursue a heterodox development strategy given its relatively low level of external debt. Nonetheless, the South African government adopted an orthodox economic reform programme, Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) in 1996.

There has been a sustained debate about the reasons behind the rightward shift in economic policy, and the effective abandonment of the social democratic Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) in favour of GEAR. For some, the government’s conservatism was related to the externalised nature of the liberation struggle, and the ‘petit bourgeois’ nature of the African National Congress (ANC) leadership. For others it was an outgrowth of domestically embedded structures of economic power, ‘élite pact’, the influence of the neo-liberal discourse of the ‘transnational managerial class’, and the ‘governmentalising’ of the RDP.

Apartheid was a heavily statist system, and in the minds of many members of the new


government, the economic stagnation of late-apartheid was associated with protectionism. In addition, soon after the exchange rate was liberalised in 1996, the Rand depreciated rapidly. The government adopted GEAR in an attempt to stem the fall of the Rand by reassuring international investors of its economic orthodoxy.

While the proximate causes of the ‘run’ on the Rand were a Union Bank of Switzerland report that assessed it to be over-valued, and rumours about President Mandela’s health, it reflected the unwinding of a speculative bubble which had developed as a result of tight Reserve Bank monetary policy, and financial liberalisation, which encouraged inflows of speculative portfolio capital. Financial liberalisation had begun under late-apartheid, and Reserve Bank ‘independence’ had been enshrined as part of the new political dispensation; largely because this was seen as important in renewing access to private international capital markets. Thus, ‘insulation’ of monetary policy from democratic politics was one of the structural factors that led to the adoption of more far reaching neo-liberal economic reforms.

The South African state’s attitude towards globalisation has been a seemingly contradictory one. On the one hand it has been ‘hyper-liberal’, pursuing an extremely tight fiscal policy, exceeding that proposed in GEAR, and cutting tariffs more deeply than required by the World Trade Organisation (WTO). On the other hand, it initially introduced stricter labour market regulation in the form of the Labour Relations Act.

President Mbeki has argued that ‘globalisation, liberalisation, deregulation and the information society … all originate from the developed countries of the North [and as such] reflect the imperatives of the economies and levels of development of these countries and therefore … serve the purposes of our rich global neighbours’. However, he qualified this by stating that under globalisation, development cannot be achieved ‘under conditions of autarky or self-contained development within our national boundaries or regions’. Hence the South African state is trying to negotiate globalisation.

Several explanations of the government’s highly neo-liberal trade, investment and fiscal strategies have been put forward. The World Bank argued that trade liberalisation would

16 Bond, *Elite Transition*.
21 EIU, *Country Report: South Africa*. An official of the Ministry of Finance noted that reduction of the budget deficit was facilitated by higher than expected growth in incomes, and hence tax returns, amongst upper income groups (in conversation, 14 July 1999, Midrand).
facilitate the development of indigenous-owned small and medium-sized enterprises in ‘labour-intensive, light manufacturing industries’. However, within the South African government there is a recognition that ‘trade liberalisation overseen by the WTO is benefiting only a few countries’. Nonetheless, foreign portfolio investors favoured deep tariff cuts, and particularly after the depreciation of the Rand in 1996, it was argued that there was no alternative to adapting to the ‘dictates of the global economy’. Pressure from large domestically-based conglomerates was also important, as big business saw trade liberalisation as a way of ensuring continued supplies of imported inputs and disciplining labour. The Congress of South African Trade Unions had also previously endorsed limited trade liberalisation as a way of raising the real wage, by reducing the price of consumer goods. Once implemented, the logic of trade liberalisation was self-reinforcing as reduced revenues from tariffs were partly offset by the elimination of export subsidies.

In contrast to most developing countries, however, the strategy of trade liberalisation was also a proactive one. Cutting tariffs more deeply than required gave the government more flexibility should they need to be raised again in the future. Thus, tariff reductions were motivated, in part, by the state’s desire to get ahead of globalisation; to try to force industry to restructure to become internationally competitive ahead of the next round of global trade liberalisation, and to create space for some (constrained) autonomy in policy making.

The South African government has also pursued a free trade area with the European Union, despite economists associated with the Department of Trade and Industry warning that this would be deleterious to South Africa’s economy. The adoption of the free trade agreement was partly related to South Africa’s extra-regional trade orientation, with only 4 per cent of exports going to the rest of Africa prior to the end of apartheid, and was also an attempt to try to establish South Africa as an export platform to Europe. Trade liberalisation is meant to attract foreign direct investment (FDI) by enabling inputs to be easily sourced abroad and by improving incentives to export. Tight fiscal policy enables the continuing reduction of corporate taxes on FDI profits. FDI, in turn, is meant to diversify the economy, bring new technology, and create employment.

In 1996, the IMF argued that the end of apartheid and sanctions ‘created the opportunity for external capital flows to return to the role they played in the quarter century before the mid-1980s, when foreign saving averaged more than 5.5 per cent of GDP’. In a similar vein, tripartite alliance press statements argue that ‘much still need(s) to be done for South

26 Department of Foreign Affairs, Republic of South Africa, ‘Preparing for WTO Multilateral Trade Negotiations in 2000: Towards a South African Framework’ (photocopied, 1999), p. 7. South Africa was part of the coalition of developing countries that derailed the Millennium Round of the WTO.
Given South Africa’s historic dependence on primary exports, in order to diversify the country’s export basket, the government has paid particular attention to attracting FDI in manufacturing. However, the government’s emphasis on foreign investment can be explained, not only by the changing nature of the global economy, but also by the political economy of transition in South Africa.

While Derrick Cogburn argues that the South African state is characterised by substantial autonomy in its policy making, he does not sufficiently specify in relation to which actors or along what dimensions. Alternatively, Adrian Leftwich identifies South Africa as a ‘class-compromise non-developmental democracy’. Given that capitalist development often requires non-consensual measures to mobilise resources to promote capital accumulation, it is in tension with liberal democracy. In South Africa, the negotiated nature of the settlement meant the basic maintenance of the previous economic system, including respect for private property ‘rights’. Thus, rather than enforcing redistribution and resource mobilisation internally, ‘industrialisation by invitation’ – drawing capital from overseas – became an attractive strategy for the South African state.

Given the low rate of private saving in South Africa, fiscal deficit reduction was seen as important by the government in order not to ‘crowd out’ private sector investment. It also enables corporate tax rates to be cut, thereby offsetting firms’ workforce costs of the AIDS/HIV pandemic. In addition to the intense human suffering wrought by the pandemic, the economic costs are substantial, as it is estimated that 3–4 per cent of the workforce will die each year from AIDS after 2003/4, and that this will cost companies in a range between 3.5 and 6.3 per cent of their salary and wage bill in benefits, absenteeism, retraining and other costs.

Neo-liberal reforms have also enabled the South African government to achieve investment grade on its bonds, and thereby reduce its borrowing costs and free up money for other expenditure. Deficit reduction means that the state is less exposed to volatility in financial markets, again giving it some more policy autonomy.

The government’s extreme neo-liberalism in trade, fiscal and investment policy has not been reflected in other elements of policy, however. By going beyond orthodox macro-

36 anclist@lists.sn.apc.org, 13 December, 1999.
40 Whereas internal resource mobilisation and attracting foreign capital have in some cases coincided, as in South Korea during its industrialisation drive, under globalisation foreign investors prefer to invest only in countries with ‘secure property rights’.
42 R. Swarns, ‘For South African Whites, Money Has No Color’, New York Times, 20 April 2000, p. A4. ‘Investment grade’ implies that these are low risk investments and so the government has to pay lower interest rates than on bonds at greater risk of default (‘junk bonds’). The government achieved deficit reduction, while still increasing the rate of public investment by retargeting expenditure away from commercial farming. See Harris and Michie, ‘The Effects of Globalisation on Policy Formation’ and Lodge, South African Politics since 1994. However, while the government has cut back military expenditure it is investing heavily in upgrading military hardware, by buying new submarines for example, which cannot be used in regional peace-keeping operations. See S. Willett, ‘In the Wake of War: Military Transitions in Southern Africa’ in D. Simon (ed), South Africa in Southern Africa: Reconfiguring the Region (Athens, Ohio and London, Ohio University Press and James Currey, 1998). This seemingly illogical expenditure may reflect ideas within the international community of states about what major and middle powers ‘should do’. See A. Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (Cambridge and New York, Cambridge University Press, 1999).
economic practice the government may have hoped to gain more ‘running room’ from foreign investors for its more interventionist labour market and ‘supply side’ industrial policies.\(^\text{43}\)

Given the country’s history of brutal labour exploitation under apartheid, the government has opted for ‘regulated flexibility’ in the labour market – that is, minimum wages, combined with a recognition of a two-tier labour market of permanent protected and temporary less protected workers.\(^\text{44}\) While unemployment has increased since 1994, so too have real wages for those in employment.\(^\text{45}\) The government’s supply-side industrial strategy is meant to raise productivity and thereby allow higher wages to be supported.\(^\text{46}\) While there are now moves toward further ‘liberalisation’ and casualisation, to try to attract more FDI and perhaps reduce firms’ AIDS related costs, this more cautious strategy towards the labour market was adopted not to alienate the government’s traditional support base in the labour movement.\(^\text{47}\)

Thus, the South African government is attempting a compromise between globalisation and social democracy.\(^\text{48}\) However, this is being undermined as the state is increasingly characterised by embedded or institutionalised dependence on global forces.\(^\text{49}\) This dependence is manifest in ‘negative autonomy’ from domestic social forces. Negative autonomy is where the state appears autonomous from domestic social forces, but that autonomy is the obverse of dependence on global forces, and therefore reflective of their priorities. Thus, the state liberalises the economy to maintain the ‘confidence’ of international investors and uses the global market to discipline productive capital and labour, rather than being able to discipline them on its own to achieve developmental goals.\(^\text{50}\) In this way, the state uses its power to constrain its power.\(^\text{51}\) As the state globalises, the
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\(^{45}\) Manufacturing wages have risen 46 per cent in real terms since 1995 (calculated from SARB, *Economic and Financial Data* [available at www.reservebank.co.za] and ‘Consumer Price Index’ [available at www.statssa.gov.za]). However, the rate of growth of real wages for workers in the economy fell from 7.4 per cent in 1998 to 1.9 per cent in 2000 (SARB, *Quarterly Bulletin*, June 1999 and 2001).


\(^{49}\) For example, the way in which Reserve Bank ‘independence’ from political oversight and liberalisation of capital controls means that it is very responsive to international capital movements and investors when setting its interest rate policy.

\(^{50}\) Peter Evans has argued that developmental states are characterised by ‘embedded autonomy’, where there are dense networks of interaction between the state and domestic industrial capital, with the state in the dominant position. See P. B. Evans, *Embedded Autonomy: States and Industrial Transformation* (Princeton, New Jersey, Princeton University Press, 1995).

\(^{51}\) The state also tries to encourage social development and offset the impacts of the global market by other elements of its policy regime, such as increased social service provision. See P. Bond and M. Khosa (eds), *An RDP Policy Audit* (Pretoria, HSRC, 1999) for an assessment of how well RDP targets have been met.
success of the government’s development strategy increasingly depends on private sector actions and investment.\textsuperscript{52}

The Globalisation and Regionalisation of South African Conglomerates

The large-scale capital requirements for deep-level mining gave rise to conglomerates in South Africa.\textsuperscript{53} In the wake of the Sharpeville massacre of 1960 and subsequent capital flight, overseas investment opportunities were restricted for South African conglomerates by domestic exchange controls, and later by international sanctions.\textsuperscript{54} Consequently, South African conglomerates diversified further from mining into manufacturing and financial and other services. The biggest of these conglomerates, Anglo-American Corporation, is the world’s largest natural resource company, with an annual turnover of over $20 billion. In the mid-1990s, it had 100 subsidiaries in South Africa, and manufacturing accounts for about 30 per cent of its revenues.\textsuperscript{55}

With the decline of the gold price, and the onset of economic recession in the 1980s, conglomerates found that geographical restrictions on their field of accumulation depressed their profits. Some of the conglomerates, such as Anglo-American, had been able partially to circumvent the spatial constraints of apartheid by illegal capital flight and by setting up offshore companies to undertake investment overseas.\textsuperscript{56} However, given stark levels of income inequality in South Africa, these businesses had outgrown the domestic market. Whereas, by the 1990s, US corporations earned 30 per cent of their profits overseas, the equivalent figure for South Africa companies was only 7 per cent.\textsuperscript{57} Consequently, large-scale Anglophone and Afrikaner capital pressed for a negotiated settlement with the ANC, so that they could globalise their activities.\textsuperscript{58} The other way to alleviate the problem of over-accumulation would have been a development strategy that focused on widening and deepening domestic markets, but as this would have required substantial asset redistribution to be effective, the conglomerates preferred globalisation, with little questioning of private property.

Some of the conglomerates, such as Anglo-American, with operations in all six continents, were already global companies. However, with the liberalisation of the economy and the end of sanctions, these conglomerates lost little time in further globalising their operations. At first this primarily took the form of regionalisation.

From 1991 to 1995 South African firms increased their total investment in Sub-Saharan Africa fivefold to account for 25 per cent of the total.\textsuperscript{59} From 1994–1998, Africa received


\textsuperscript{54} Pillay, ‘South Africa’s Monetary and Foreign Exchange Rate Policy’.


42 per cent of the outward investments by South African companies, while the European Union received 18 per cent.\textsuperscript{60} Whereas many mines in South Africa are close to being worked out, this is not the case for new acquisitions in the rest of Africa. As one South African businessman explained in reference to Southern Africa: ‘South African firms want to conquer it before anyone else does and before they themselves move into more competitive markets’.\textsuperscript{61} Thus, South African companies used their locational advantages in Africa to achieve economies of scale, and boost profits: using the region as a springboard to globalise.\textsuperscript{62}

Conglomerate regionalisation strategies have also dovetailed with other aspects of globalisation, particularly SAPs. Currency devaluations, as part of SAPs, serve to reduce labour costs for the conglomerates in Africa, and privatisation opens up new investment opportunities. For example, as one of the conditions of its structural adjustment programme, Zambia was forced to sell its state-owned copper mines to Anglo-American for only $90 million, half the original negotiated price.\textsuperscript{63} In Southern Africa, many such assets were previously owned by South African conglomerates before they were nationalised.\textsuperscript{64} In this way, former divisions of power are being reinscribed.

The globalisation strategies of South African conglomerates have gone further than those of other transnationals worldwide. Despite an ‘improvement of the business climate’ in South Africa, with liberalisation many of the main business groups, such as Anglo-American, Old Mutual, SA Breweries, Billiton, and Dimension Data, have shifted their primary stock market listings and headquarters to London in recent years. They did this to access cheaper capital and to facilitate their foreign expansion.\textsuperscript{65} Offshore listing was meant to improve their global competitiveness and facilitate increased investment in the South Africa economy. By 1998, the five largest conglomerates controlled ‘only’ 55 per cent of the shares on the JSE.\textsuperscript{66}

By moving their headquarters to London, and financially delinking from South Africa, these companies are able to unlock ‘shareholder value’.\textsuperscript{67} While the stock market capitalisation of many companies in advanced capitalist countries, such as the US, are above their net asset values on the basis of projected future profits, Anglo’s market capitalisation was 22 per cent below its net asset value in 1995.\textsuperscript{68} By moving to London, these companies’ assets became denominated in more secure hard currency, which increased asset values and consequently share prices. Additionally, those conglomerates that became part of the Financial Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) 100 index, received an additional boost to their

\textsuperscript{60} Hesse, ‘Foreign Direct Investment in South Africa’. In part this is because of higher profit margins in Africa in core operations. For example, whereas South African Breweries was involved in many industries under apartheid, including clothing production, its brewing business in South Africa has very high yields or profit margins of around 25 per cent. See J. Lamont, ‘SAB hopes European Alliance will Boost African Fortunes’, \textit{Financial Times}, 20 July 2001, p. 7. Whereas TNCs typically require higher yields to invest in Africa, to offset political and economic risks, the managing director of SAB feels that the company has the operating skills to overcome poor infrastructure and political instability in the continent.


\textsuperscript{64} Simon, ‘Trading Spaces’.


\textsuperscript{66} Hesse, ‘Foreign Direct Investment in South Africa’.


\textsuperscript{68} ‘Not a Golden Titan, More a Pig in a Poke’. 
share prices as tracker funds, which mirror movements in such indices, are required to invest in such companies.\footnote{69} While Anglo’s stock price had been erratic, based on price movements in commodity markets, by early 2001 the value of its shares was 37 per cent above its asset value.\footnote{70}

There are also complementarities between different elements of conglomerate globalisation. In addition to demutualising and listing in London, an increasing proportion of Old Mutual’s (one of the largest financial services companies) operations are now overseas, and consequently its share price has become at least partially delinked from the South African market.\footnote{71} The core element of Old Mutual’s business is life assurance, and as the prevalence\footnote{72} of HIV/AIDS rises in South Africa, it is under pressure from international financial capital to diversify geographically, by buying banks in the US for example.\footnote{73} The direct workforce costs associated with the HIV/AIDS pandemic also undoubtedly encourage corporate delinking,\footnote{74} as does the fact that it is one of the few countries in the world where union density is increasing and wages are rising.\footnote{75}

### The Political Economy of Conglomerate Restructuring

GEAR assumed that FDI would act as a developmental \textit{deus ex machina}, and register a ninefold increase to enable its employment targets to be met.\footnote{76} But South African companies invested $1.6 billion more abroad than came into the country between 1994 and 1999,\footnote{77} thereby deepening dependence on portfolio capital. Thus, the policy would appear to be self-defeating. However, the strategy of conglomerate globalisation also serves political purposes. It was facilitated by élite pacting, with Anglo-American taking prominent opponents of apartheid such as Mamphela Ramphele and Cyril Ramaphosa on to its board. Also, after coming to power, in order to redress the legacy of racial exclusion, and to consolidate its own power base, the ANC sought the development of a new indigenous entrepreneurial class through ‘black economic empowerment’. In order to achieve this quickly, there was a redistribution of assets from white to emergent black capital through ‘unbundling’ – that is, white dominated conglomerates selling off ‘non-core’ areas of their business to black economic empowerment companies, and also to foreign transnationals. They were keen to unbundle because of falling rates of profit and the desire to pre-empt domestic competition actions,\footnote{78} gaining political capital in the process. From 1995 to 1998, the proportion of shares on the JSE owned by black economic empowerment companies, and purchased using debt, rose, by some estimates, from 0.5 per cent to almost
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\footnote{69}{‘Old Mutual Hopes to Shine on the World Stage’, \textit{Mail and Guardian}, 29 January 1999 (available at web7.infor tac.galegroup.com).}
\footnote{70}{411 Stocks (available at 411stocks.stockselector.com).}
\footnote{71}{‘Old Mutual Loses Made in South Africa Tag’, \textit{Africa News Service}, 31 January 2001 (available at web7.infor tac.galegroup.com).}
\footnote{72}{Prevalence refers to the proportion of the population infected. Incidence is the new infection rate in a given year.}
\footnote{73}{In HSBC Bank’s analysis sterling investors should apply a 20 per cent risk premium to Old Mutual shares in part because of ‘an increased exposure to the Aids risk as sales of protection products increases’ (quoted in ‘Old Mutual – the New Kid on the Block’, \textit{Zimbabwe Standard}, 11 July, 1999 [available at web7.infor tac.galegroup.com]).}
\footnote{74}{Whereas the migratory labour system served the needs of mining capital in the past, it has now facilitated the spread of HIV (D. Webb, ‘The Sexual and Economic Politics of (Re)Integration: HIV/AIDS and the Question of Stability in Southern Africa’, in Simon, \textit{South Africa in Southern Africa}).}
\footnote{76}{Harris and Michie, ‘The Effects of Globalisation on Policy Formation in South Africa’.}
\footnote{77}{‘Jobless and Joyless’, \textit{The Economist: A Survey of South Africa}, 24 February 2001, p. 11.}
\footnote{78}{Nitzan and Bichler, ‘Going Global’.}
20 per cent. Conglomerates were allowed to use the proceeds from ‘unbundling’ to invest overseas.

At one level, there are similarities between this process and the creation of a large-scale Afrikaner business class, which took place after the Nationalist government came to power in the 1940s. However, the direct beneficiaries of unbundling were very few, numbering roughly 200 individuals. Also, in a globalising political economy, one of the effects of unbundling was to transfer some of the risks associated with South Africa’s semi-peripheral location (as expressed through its currency) from a white conglomerate to emergent black capital, and to labour.

In its first year as a London listed company (1999–2000) Anglo-American posted a 24 per cent increase in its profits. This was largely as a result of the appreciation of the dollar, the currency in which commodities are traded, versus the Rand, the currency in which the bulk of its operating costs are paid. On the other hand, ‘black economic empowerment’ companies had had to borrow heavily to pay for their unbundled assets. In the wake of the East Asian crisis, and given that the economy had already been substantially liberalised to attract international investment, the Reserve Bank pushed interest rates to 25 per cent to try to keep portfolio capital in the country. This effectively transferred income from productive capital, consumers and government to financial investors. Given that ‘black chip’ companies were so highly leveraged, most of them experienced severe financial difficulty. Meanwhile, many of the conglomerates had substantial cash reserves, and had transferred the proceeds from unbundling overseas. In some cases they bought back assets that they had previously sold, at heavily discounted prices. Anglo-American had sold Johannesburg Consolidated Investments (JCI) at R54 per share, but after the dramatic fall in the gold price, Anglo bought back JCI’s ‘best assets’: two gold mines. Consequently, the ‘only smile belong(ed) to Anglo, which … made a handsome profit [R140m] on a sale it had originally declared would be a magnanimous gesture towards wealth sharing’. By early 1998 JCI shares were trading at R21 each.

Afrikaner businessmen with pre-existing capital were less exposed to the consequences of rising interest rates. Consequently, their ownership share of the JSE rose from 24 to 36 per cent from 1996–1999 as large-scale Anglophone capital divested. Thus, paradoxically, one of the objectives of apartheid – raising Afrikaners to a position of economic parity with English-speaking whites – is being furthered by its demise.

Changes in share ownership coincide with other forms of socio-spatial restructuring.

81 Lodge, South African Politics since 1994.
82 Ultimately a currency is a claim on production of goods and services produced within a national territory, and exchange rates reflect that over the long term.
84 Kunnie, Is Apartheid Really Dead?
87 Swarns, ‘For South African Whites, Money Has No Color’.
Nicky Oppenheimer argued that with its move to London, Anglo-American has now taken its ‘rightful place’ among the world’s top corporations. On the other hand, others see it as a form of recolonisation as London is re-established as the dominant command and control centre for the South African economy. Thus, aspects of both South Africa’s colonial and apartheid history are being reinscribed or reinforced by current restructuring.

While South African companies pressed to be able to globalise their activities, they are now also being shaped by globalisation, through direct competition with other TNCs, and through competition for financial capital. In 1995, the chairman of Anglo-American argued that a core operation was one that ‘earns a better rate of return than something else you could do’. However, by 1998 the group stated that its core strategy would be ‘to develop as a global operating mining and natural resource company, with related industrial activities’. This change in orientation is because international financial capital wants the conglomerates to become more tightly focused ‘investment vehicles’ – to focus on their core operations, diversify geographically, and to abolish the pyramid structure of cross-holdings between companies. In Anglo-American’s case, this attempt ‘to create a structure that meets the needs and wishes of today’s investors’, led to the conglomerate being split up into separate business units with different managements. The new chairman of Anglo-American has also promised to dispose of roughly $4 billion of industrial and financial assets over the course of a year, and has already pulled the company out of sugar production in Zimbabwe, for example. There have also been dramatic reductions in cross-holdings, between De Beers and Anglo-American for example, with De Beers becoming a private company in 2001.

In addition to unbundling, there has also been a process of what has been called ‘rebundling’, as conglomerates merge and acquire new assets in core sectors to try to meet global competition, with Billiton merging with the Australian mining house BHP for example. ‘South African’ conglomerates are also further inter-twining with international capital to overcome their relative technological backwardness. Sanlam has outsourced all of its information technology infrastructure to Daimler-Chrysler, for example, and Old Mutual, in partnership with Nokia, IBM and Dimension Data, became the first unit trust company in the world to offer online trading via cell phones, in 2000. Thus, as globalisation from the ‘outside in’ and ‘inside out’ intertwine with one another, South African conglomerates and state élites are being absorbed into a broader transnational capitalist class project where global financial capital, given its greater fungibility and mobility, and hence structural power, sets the agenda.

91 Quoted in ‘Not a Golden Titan, More a Pig in a Poke’. At this point the company’s strategic focus was more internal.
93 Thompson quoted in ‘Deft Juggling Gets Anglo off the Hook’.
97 ‘Sanlam Outsources IT infrastructure’ (available at www.sanlam.co.za).
98 ITWeb, ‘Old Mutual Unit Trusts Go Wireless in World First’ (available at web7.infotrac.galegroup.com).
Globalisation and Economic Restructuring in South Africa

Fine and Rustomjee have argued that South Africa’s political economy has been dominated by a ‘minerals-energy complex’ (MEC), which has blocked economic integration between sectors and the diversification of the economy beyond a focus on mining, mineral processing and energy. Others have disputed this, arguing that economic integration and diversification progressed substantially beyond the MEC. Irrespective of which of these positions was correct, some clear trends on the nature of restructuring are emerging now that policy increasingly responds to global capital, including South African conglomerates, rather than a domestic MEC or manufacturing.

While the government’s emphasis on FDI can be read as a desire to recreate aspects of the ‘economic boom’ years of apartheid, it misreads the current conjuncture. In the 1960s, transnational corporations engaged in ‘tariff jumping’ investment in South Africa to service the market provided by affluent ‘whites’. High rates of profit could be achieved based on the low wages of ‘black’ workers. However, with trade liberalisation, underdevelopment of skills in the workforce, higher wage costs than in most of Asia and Latin America, and the relative insignificance of the South African market, there is little incentive to locate new investments there, as it can be served from other, more cost effective locations. Foreign investment has also been discouraged in the past by the domestic ownership structure, as conglomerates have monopolised markets.

While there have been some successes in attracting new, or expanded, FDI in export-oriented industries – for example all three series BMWs and C class Mercedes are now assembled in South Africa – overall levels of new foreign investment have been low. Much FDI has also taken the form of acquisitions that do not create substantial numbers of new jobs. Furthermore, despite attempts to attract FDI through infrastructural investment in Spatial Development Initiatives (SDIs), inflows started to fall in 1998 as many state enterprises, such as the fixed line telecommunications monopoly, Telkom, were already partially privatised.

There have also been other costs in the attraction of FDI. In the car industry, a study by Nicolau found that vehicle assembly has benefited from trade liberalisation, whereas domestic component manufacturers have been subject to competitive displacement. Final

100 Given that agriculture accounts for such a small proportion of the South African economy; around 4 per cent in the 1990s, it is not discussed here. See C. Mather and A. Adelzadeh, Macroeconomic Strategies, Agriculture and Rural Poverty in South Africa, NIEP Occasional Paper Series No. 10 (Johannesburg, NIEP, 1997) for a discussion.
105 K. Mbekeani, Foreign Direct Investment and Economic Growth, NIEP Occasional Paper Series No. 11 (Johannesburg, NIEP, 1997); Bond, Elite Transition.
106 ‘Jobless and Joyless’.
assembly for export gained from lower tariffs on inputs and the depreciation of the Rand, which have made exports more competitive. However, Nicolau argues that ‘this is a dangerous predicament to be in and will eventually lead to the total eradication of the [domestic] South African motor vehicle industry’. In other cases, previous ‘tariff jumping’ investments, such as a Philips television manufacturing plant, have closed as a result of trade liberalisation. Production of televisions fell 19 per cent from 1995 to 1998. Local firms also find it difficult to meet competition from foreign investors with tax holidays. For example, in Natal a new Chinese investment in refrigerator manufacturing had a tax holiday, whereas the local company, Defy, did not and was consequently downsizing in 1999.

South Africa spends 0.7 per cent of its GDP on research and development, a higher proportion than many developed countries, and there is evidence of innovation amongst South African firms. Surveys have found some South African companies to be operating at the frontiers of ‘international best practice’, and the country has some strengths in non-commodity based manufactured exports. For example, because of very low energy costs and the competitive production of energy-intensive aluminium that allows, the ‘aluminium cluster’ of alloy wheels, catalytic converters and tank-tainers are growing strongly. South Africa is also the world’s largest exporter of leather car seats, related to BMW’s investment. However, several studies have shown the deindustrialising impacts of globalisation on different sub-sectors of industry. A number of industries, such as bicycle and ship production, have been completely eliminated by foreign competition.

Some areas of manufacturing, particularly mineral processing, continue to attract substantial conglomerate investment. For example, conglomerates, catalysed by state capital in the form of the Industrial Development Corporation, are willing to invest in new ‘mega-projects’, such as steel and aluminium processing. Consequently, the South
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119 Interview with Industrial Development Corporation manager, Sandton, 15 July 1999 and IDC and DTI, *Sectoral Prospects*.
African case is not one of straight deindustrialisation, as in much of the rest of Africa, as industrial output continues to expand slowly in most years. However, ‘reintegration into the world market is … reinforcing dependence on resource intensive industries’, with negative implications for sustainability.

Under GEAR, manufactured export volumes have been erratic, rising and falling depending on the value of the currency and global economic conditions, but ‘most of the sub-sectors in which net exports have been improving have experienced decreasing production’. The capital goods and engineering industries, which have historically been critically important in the structural diversification of industrialising economies, have been very hard hit by trade liberalisation. In the metal and engineering industry, employment declined by 9.2 per cent from 1994 to 1999. Thus, rather than the touted labour-absorptive growth pattern emerging, there is evidence of increased capital-intensity in investment, although this represents a deepening of a pre-existing trend.

A recent IMF study found substantial increases in total factor productivity as the capital intensity of investment has increased, and employment has contracted. Thus, although the relationship is denied by the IMF, the current pattern of growth could be described as ‘job destroying’. Given the orthodoxy of macro-economic management, a World Bank funded report attributes massive job losses in South Africa to ‘the hassle factor’ associated with ‘excessive’ labour market regulation and crime, rather than situating them as the results of globalisation and conglomerate restructuring. The substitution of capital for labour is also undoubtedly related to the impacts of HIV/AIDS.

In contrast to the 1980s, South Africa continues to achieve positive economic growth, averaging 1.5 per cent p.a. from 1996 to 2000. This enables the government to reduce corporate tax rates, while maintaining its tax take from them, with Exchequer receipts rising from R146 billion in 1996/7 to R160 billion in 2000/1 in real terms. However, GEAR is implicated in a substantial slowing of economic growth and massive job losses, as very...
tight monetary and fiscal policies, combined with trade liberalisation have been deflationary. High real interest rates and job losses increase government expenditure and decrease the tax take from workers, making the state more responsive to capital.

The South African government has identified high technology as a strategic sector of the economy as it attempts to move towards an ‘information society’. South Africa has an advanced telecommunication infrastructure, and there have been examples of successful ‘high-tech’ start-up companies, such as Dimension Data and Thawte, which was sold in 1999 for $575 million. A major new private sector company has also emerged in the form of Telkom, the former state-owned monopoly, which has been partly sold to US and Malaysian investors, and is due to have a stock market flotation shortly. In its policy programmes and focus on high technology, the South African state may be trying to emulate the economic success of high-tech export platforms, such as the Republic of Ireland. However, this would appear to be dependent on the attraction of massive foreign investment, which has not materialised and is unlikely to materialise.

Mirroring trends in the rest of Africa, the financial sector has grown disproportionately under economic liberalisation, as new investment opportunities are opened up, in currency

135 S. W. Wangwe and F. Musonda, ‘The Impact of Globalisation on Africa’, in A. S. Bhalla (ed), Globalisation, Growth and Marginalisation (New York, St. Martin’s Press, 1998), pp. 149–167; ‘Over the Rainbow’, The Economist: A Survey of South Africa, 24 February, 2001, pp. 14–15. DiData was started in the 1980s in response to demand from the South African security state apparatus. These companies have undoubtedly been affected by the recent global recession in information technology industries. The attempt to create an information society included reducing tariffs on telecommunication equipment (a key hard industry) to zero, far below the 20 per cent required by the WTO. See Marais, Limits to Change.
137 President Mbeki has written of the Republic of Ireland’s ‘outstanding economic success’, but South Africa’s location under globalisation is very different. See T. Mbeki, ‘Clamour over Zimbabwe reveals continuing racial prejudice in SA’, ANC Today, 23–29 (March 2001) [available at www.anc.org.za/ancdocs/anctoday].
speculation for example, to the detriment of production\textsuperscript{138} (Figure 1). Consequently, there are few examples of new hard industries that would create substantial numbers of jobs, and rebalance the income distribution structure.\textsuperscript{139} The (post)apartheid economy is experiencing deepening sectoral disarticulation, or structural dualism, as the conglomerates continue to invest in some major mineral processing projects, but divest from other sub-sectors, and the information economy is confined to the elite.

There are two sets of institutional types that can foster endogenous capitalist industrialisation: diversified business groups, which have synergies across divisions, and regional industrial complexes based on high levels of trust and cooperation between small firms.\textsuperscript{140} To date, South African industrialisation has been dominated by large business groups, but these are now specialising and selectively delinking. This in turn has knock-on effects. Given rising unemployment in South Africa and the importance of the wage goods market to small business, since 1994 ‘a substantial number of small, micro and medium enterprises (SMMEs) have not been able to grow’ and ‘the growth that does take place in the SMMEs is, to a large extent, jobless’.\textsuperscript{141}

Within government, some recognise that the results of the supply-side industrial strategy have ‘not been that good unless you do something fundamentally different’.\textsuperscript{142} This concern is shared by the private sector and trade unions.\textsuperscript{143} In the wake of the East Asian crisis, even the major conglomerates are concerned about over-reliance on speculative short-term capital inflows.\textsuperscript{144}

Globalisation in South Africa has resulted in a rescaling of the forces driving uneven (economic) development from the national state/market complex to the global market. Neo-liberal globalisation is continuing to widen the development gap between South Africa and the OECD – globalising economic apartheid – and resulting in repeated currency crises. It is also creating new patterns of uneven development within South Africa resulting in a ‘hollowing out’ of South Africa’s traditional industrial heartland in Gauteng and a movement of manufacturing towards the coast, with ISCOR closing its Pretoria steelworks, for example, and investing in a new one at Saldanha Bay.\textsuperscript{145}

In terms of the social impacts of restructuring, despite progressive government initiatives such as participatory budgeting with a gender focus, women tend to be disproportionately hurt by economic liberalisation as the costs of adjustment are passed ‘down the line’.\textsuperscript{146} In South African manufacturing, women’s employment is more heavily concentrated in labour-intensive sectors, such as clothing, which have been most adversely
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affected by trade liberalisation. Those segments of the MEC that have experienced growth are heavily male dominated in terms of employment.\textsuperscript{147} In addition, although inter-racial inequality is falling, South Africa has the first or second highest rate of income inequality in the world, and this is rising.\textsuperscript{148} The deepening of (raced) inequality\textsuperscript{149} gives rise to other patterns of uneven development as neo-apartheid ‘gated communities’ proliferate. While there are other reasons for the extent of crime in South Africa,\textsuperscript{150} increased inequality undoubtedly contributes. Thus, conglomerate (selective) delinking becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy as it contributes to increased inequality, crime, and the narrowing of markets, which further increases incentives to disinvest.

Ultimately, economic liberalisation may undo South Africa’s consociational compact, and in the longer term forebode further social instability, associated economic costs and a shift towards more authoritarian modes of governance.\textsuperscript{151} Given skyrocketing crime rates there are calls amongst business for ‘a return to law and order’ (my emphasis).\textsuperscript{152} However, the increasing informalisation of the economy\textsuperscript{153} means that, in the medium term, tax revenues may be undercut and the South African state weakened.

\section*{Towards a Political Economy of a New South Africa}

South Africa’s experience has important implications for globalisation theory, which can inform praxis. In the literature, there has been a debate about whether globalisation is ‘weak’ or ‘strong’ in terms of its economic impacts and the constraints it places on state policies. Held \textit{et al.} have transcended this debate by showing that there are different types of globalisation that vary across space in terms of their extensity, intensity, velocity and impact.\textsuperscript{154} However, globalisation is not just a horizontal-relational phenomenon. It originates within particular places, materialises in national institutions and reshapes hierarchies between places.\textsuperscript{155} As South Africa’s experience shows, globalisation may originate from

\begin{itemize}
\item[Although inter-racial inequality is falling, this reflects the creation of a new indigenous entrepreneurial and managerial class and the absorption of indigenous people into paid employment by the state. See N. Nattrass and J. Seekings, ‘“Two Nations”’ Race and Economic Inequality in South Africa Today’, \textit{Daedalus} (Winter 2001), pp. 45–70. Inequality remains profoundly gendered and raced in the sense that poverty remains heavily concentrated amongst rural black women and that it is predominantly the black working class that has had to bear the burden of retrenchments, while white conglomeration capital has benefited from globalisation. See J. May, I. Woolard and S. Klasen, ‘The Nature and Measurement of Poverty and Inequality’, in J. May (ed), \textit{Poverty and Inequality in South Africa: Meeting the Challenge} (Claremont and New York, David Philip and Zed Books, 2000), pp. 19–50.
\end{itemize}
either the ‘outside in’ or the ‘inside out’. It is generally strongest in its impacts where it is largely driven from outside, and economies are extraverted as in Singapore, Ireland or much of Sub-Saharan Africa. It tends to be weakest in quantitative terms where capital is most developed and trade-to-GDP ratios are low, as in the major industrial countries.

South Africa is unusual in that globalisation was initially largely ‘from the inside out’, but its impacts have been strong in terms of job loss and economic diversification. Typically, where globalisation originates from within, those places are in dominant positions within subsequent networks and benefit from profit repatriation. However, the shift of major conglomerate headquarters to London has negated this in the South African case. Thus, as the nature of globalisation is restructured, South Africa increasingly experiences it from the ‘outside in’ (dependence).

Within South Africa, there has been a continuing debate around what constitutes an appropriate economic development strategy. In 1997, Stephen Gelb argued that South Africa’s development strategy must embody a compromise between capital and labour, given the power of both parties to disrupt a settlement not in their interests through strikes or a refusal to undertake new investment. Webster and Adler argue for a deepening of South Africa’s corporatist institutions to facilitate ‘bargained liberalisation’ where efficiency on the shop-floor by labour is matched by redistributive mechanisms at the national level to offset the effects of any economic adjustments. However, they acknowledge that this would require the reintroduction of Keynesian solutions at national and international levels. This is likely to remain elusive given the vested interests of the major industrial powers in the continuance of neo-liberalism.

Nicol Nattrass has argued that neither Keynesian nor neo-liberal strategies are likely to achieve their goals, but that the neo-liberal ones are more realistic and less damaging. She argues persuasively that a Keynesian-inspired public investment programme would likely result in unsustainably increased public debt and that an investor response would not necessarily be forthcoming. However, her limited endorsement of GEAR is difficult to sustain given the impacts of current neo-liberal restructuring.

President Mbeki has recently called for a ‘Millennium Africa Renaissance Programme’. However, this would appear to be largely a continuation of the current approach to economic development, particularly given its prioritisation of foreign investment. What then is the alternative?

While replicating the Asian experience of industrialisation is not possible, the potential for effective state intervention in the economy remains. In the wake of the East Asian

158 For a similar argument for Africa, see R. Sandbrook, Closing the Circle: Democratisation and Development in Africa (Toronto and London, Between the Lines and Zed, 2000).
crisis, even the IMF acknowledges that capital controls can, under certain circumstances, be beneficial. Particularly given that the HIV/AIDS pandemic will discourage foreign investment, the state must reassert control over conglomerate and financial capital, through the reintroduction of the system of exchange controls, if the currently deepening inequality in, and marginalisation of, South Africa are to be reversed. Achieving greater autonomy from global financial capital will require the mobilisation of domestic resources through enforced saving, such as that pursued by Chile.

While James Mittelman argues that new technologies have enabled capital to transcend national regulation, Saskia Sassen has noted that the high level of territorialisation of financial trading, and also its computerisation, have created possibilities for re-regulation. Reasserting control over the conglomerates remains possible given the extent of their sunk costs in fixed investments in South Africa, with Anglo-American retaining roughly two-thirds of its assets in the country.

The South African state is trying to resolve some of the problems created by apartheid by up-scaling economic development processes to the level of the global market. However, it has ended up reinforcing many of them. Given changed global conditions, particularly the constraints imposed by the WTO on export-oriented industrialisation, as liberalisation is required for market access, downscaling may be a more appropriate response. This will require reducing the structural power of conglomerate capital to block an alternative development strategy, through the partial redistribution of its assets. While conglomerates may still play a useful, if much reduced, role in the economy, alternative economic institutions, such as co-ops, community-based corporations and small businesses, must be constructed. This will require the nature of the South African settlement to be revisited. If alternative economic institutions are to be constructed across locales, this will require the development of synergy between the state and civil society, between different levels of government, and the strengthening of state institutions.

It is ironic that the ‘political capital’ built up by the ANC during the liberation struggle is now being spent to enforce neo-liberal structural reforms. While organising to embed the
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state and market in society, and to transform them, may be more difficult than organising against apartheid, it is imperative if there is to be development.\textsuperscript{168} The impetus for this must come from globalisation’s and (post-) apartheid’s counter-movements in South Africa.
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